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Material Not Found in John’s Gospel

John’s Gospel is notable for its lack of material that is very familiar in the other
Gospels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

no stories of Jesus’s birth
no mention of Jesus’s baptism
nothing about Jesus being tempted or tested by Satan
no mention of Jesus eating with tax collectors and sinners
no transfiguration of Jesus
no parables
no exorcisms
no condemnations of the rich or words about helping the poor
nothing about loving one’s neighbor (or one’s enemy)
no call for people to repent (from either John the Baptist or Jesus)
no call for disciples to deny themselves or renounce their possessions
no predictions of Jerusalem’s downfall (but cf. 2:19–22)
no mention of Jesus instituting the Lord’s Supper (but cf. 6:53–56)
almost no mention of the kingdom of God (only in 3:3–5; but cf. 18:36)
almost no references to a second coming (just once: 21:22–23; usually, 14:3,
18, 28 are read as Jesus coming for individuals at the hour of their death)

short, pithy sayings in the other Gospels, the Johannine Jesus delivers long,
philosophical discourses (5:19–47; 6:25–70; 7:14–52; 8:12–59; 10:1–18, 22–39;
12:23–46; 14:1–16:33). Furthermore, where the Synoptic Gospels summarize
the content of Jesus’s proclamation as “the good news of the kingdom of
God” (e.g., Matt. 4:23; Mark 1:14–15), in John, Jesus talks mostly about
himself: he talks about his identity as the one who comes to reveal the Father
and about what it means for people to believe in him, love him, obey him,
and abide in him.
Finally, John is notable for its abundant use of symbolism. For example, in
seven passages famously called the “‘I am’ Sayings,” Jesus describes himself
with metaphors:
“I am the bread of life” (6:35, 51)
“I am the light of the world” (8:12; 9:5)
“I am the door” (10:7, 9)
“I am the good shepherd” (10:11, 14)
“I am the resurrection and the life” (11:25)
“I am the way, the truth, and the life” (14:6)
“I am the true vine” (15:1, 5)
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